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About This Game

DYE is a challenging precision platformer where you help Hue rescue Pigments and defeat the nefarious Necrolights in order to
restore color to the world! Jump, wall jump and float your way through 4 unique worlds with hundreds of challenges. Anyone

from first-time platform gamers to experienced hardcore speedrunners will find a rewarding test of skill in saving Hue's
homeworld.

DYE has tight and responsive controls, and has been balanced around the use of a controller. Full keyboard support is available,
but spare your hands and sanity (seriously), and use a controller. DYE has native support for all common controllers including

Xbox, Steam, PS4, and most others.

What others are saying

"The controls are so slick... its a difficult game but I feel like i have total control" - TGH_Plays - 
https://www.twitch.tv/TGH_Plays

"The sounds, the music, the levels... it just all comes together so well" -Vellhart - https://www.twitch.tv/vellhart

"This was quite a journey... peaked at the right amount of difficulty" - Yagamoth - https://www.twitch.tv/Yagamoth
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"The soundtrack in this game is magnificent!" - Tehjman1993 - https://www.twitch.tv/Tehjman1993

"Its genius, I'm not gonna lie, but it's really evil as well!" - Krazyman50 - https://www.twitch.tv/krazyman50

Key Features

56 levels (560 total pigments to collect)

8 skins, unlockable by achievement

Leaderboards for all versions of individual levels and speedruns

4 worlds with unique boss fights

Hard Mode versions of each level

Challenge levels

Scaling difficulty from beginner to expert level

Original 18 track soundtrack (55 minutes)

Achievements

Trading cards

What's In Each World?

Each world contains 9 regular levels, 4 challenge levels and 1 unique boss fight.

The 9 regular levels in each world of DYE are a series of challenges with Pigments along the way. Each Pigment you rescue will
restore a layer of color, and rescuing all 5 in a level will restore all color to that level. The Normal Mode of the level will have

checkpoints along the way, while the Hard Mode modifier will remove all checkpoints and add additional danger.

The 4 challenge levels in each world of DYE are filled with 100 "dust". You free a Pigment every 20 dust collected. There are
no checkpoints in the challenge levels, and the Hard Mode version of these levels adds a restrictive time limit.
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Title: DYE
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Bat Country Games, LLC
Publisher:
Bat Country Games, LLC
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 10 64-bit (latest Service Pack)

Processor: Intel® Core™ i3 or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4400 or higher

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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I am a gardener so of course I love this game. Nice and easy going with pretty graphics and you learn something! It has the rts
element for regular game mode and then the added turn based strategy mode which is a nice change up. Not a super long game,
but pretty and fun for the time being. Definitely recommended, and they lowered the price, heck wait for a sale and it will be
even cheaper and then definitely try it.. Sickness is an interesting visual novel with disturbing scenes, images and themes. The
main character Suoh is mentally ill, violent and probably a sexual deviant. Someone buying this game expecting sunshine and
rainbows is going to be disappointed. All of that aside, the game tells a compelling story with a ton of content that has four
different paths to take - two good, two bad.  The game even has a secret unlockable character that allows the reader to see the
same story from another point of view. I enjoyed this game.. Freebie is a timing-based arcade game, where you have to shoot a
ball at a spinning little bar to hit it towards the green border and avoiding the red one, there's nothing more to it other than trying
to beat your own score in each game.

It`s a simplistic game, to be played when you have little free time and want something simple to be entertained, besides, it´s
cheap.. Amazing, i had heard about this game before and there are no rts left so I thought: \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it, lets
try it out. Man am i not disappointed.
On this game you play the space marines campaign. You are a kickass dude who believes in some sort of know it all emperor(i
think its like god or something like that).
That said, they are fanatics who do everything in the name of the emperor. Its a nice story. The expansions lets you play with
other races.
It feels very good, you need to try it.
Graphics arent good for todays standards but get the wide acreen fix and the zoom out mod and you are all set. After a while
you start loving the graphics.
Its a gem, go buy it.. Nice route, cool scenarios and enough options for creating other interesting scenario's.

However, the trains are quite touchy on the controls, you've really got to pick the keys to prevent your train from going into
emergency brakes setting. The same goes for applying power.

Another major disappointment is the linkline: It is modelled, you can drive it, but there isn\u2019t any scenery. Which is quite
too bad because it gives some nice options for creating interesting scenario\u2019s. Adding the scenery on the linkline would
have added just that much to make it way cooler, now it is a dissapointment driving it.

Would I recommend it at full price? No. I have bought it with some discount, and I like driving it, but it has too much a feeling
of a quickie to make fast money.
. very playable, not too hard, not too easy, 38 levels, 11 timed levels, so it can be challenging, but 4-5 hours enough to beat the
game. So its ood game for that money!. Please make a sequel to this amazing game
. No. The tutorials arent working, the graphics are slow.
And most important : That is not a simulator, that is an Farming FPS. Lol.

Terrible.. bought this game because i was looking for a basic Paintball game... atm this is really bad, paintball 707 which looks
like it runs on cs 1.6 from like 20 years ago is closer to a basic PB game. this games markers shoot all over the place and there is
only 1 gun, the AI is bad and who game is just un-organized for helping you understand what basic things you have, why you
have them, what to do with them... just kinda sloppy and looks like its made 25 years ago ... sigh ... can't anyone make a damn
paintball game without robbing me :\/ i liked the mod i can use on Counter Strike better then games made decades later ... go fig
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A fairly well-written Point-and-Click adventure game with properly thought-out hidden object areas, and excellent voice acting.
A wonderfully decent game to be based on the Dracula mythos, that really draws you in.

I highly recommend it to any one who likes vampires, and/or point-&-click games.. A beautifully produced, but very short and
especially easy casual point-and-click adventure.

There are only a few simple hidden-object scenes, and the puzzle mini-games are almost trivial, but the delightful graphics,
music, and voice acting overcome these flaws to provide for a pleasant couple of hours. Those seeking a “real” hidden-object
challenge should look elsewhere, but if you don't feel like taxing your brain too much, this is a nice once.

Thank you, devs, for supporting Linux!. Really enjoyed this game! Great storyline, supported by original soundtrack and sound
effects. The levels are beautifully crafted and the controls are simple and precise. Well done to the devs - superb effort!!. Not
worth the aggrivation at any price point. It's a very basic match 3 with a RPG "skin" and a few usable items to affect the play
field, your "enemy" doesn't even make any moves they just attack you if you match the wrong kind of gems.

Main problem is this game is not stable, every 10-15 minutes the game will freeze or crash to desktop, seem to happen in both
windowed mode and full screen mode. Maybe it work better on some systems, guess it's an older game but judging by the
forums I'm not the only one with this issue, ultimately the game is not worth trying to figure out what the problem is for me at
least, I'll just refund it myself before I pass the 2 hour mark. So would not reccomend it.. I love this software so much!!! It has
tons of possiblity and functionality, and professional tools from effects to templetes. For this kind of price, it totally worth it!

Just one little thing that makes this software kinda lack of something, that it neither can export nor import .srt files, but it still
can create built-in video subtitle.

Totally recommended!. Her name is based on the initials of "Idea Factory", the parent company of Compile Heart. IF has a total
of nine cellphones. She has only been seen using the pink one. IF's nine cellphones are titled: Otomate Forte Blue-Green, B
Make Sky Blue, IF Neverland Navy, Gene Project Black, IF Mate Rose Pink, Type Zero White, Happy Seed Yellow-Green,
Otomate Orange-Pink, and Lupinus Sugar Pink. The one she uses the most is IF Mate Rose Pink. IF is extremely dependent on
her phone, as shown when she degenerates into a blubbering mess in Re;Birth2 after a random passerby accidentally bumps into
her and breaks her phone. She cries whenever her phone breaks. Maybe I'm IF herself.
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